Ball, John
Fairfax Co.
Survey 8 Nov. 1742
166 acres
1 item
By Virtue of a Warr from the Prop Office Surveyed for Capt. John Minor & John Gladding of the County of Fairfax one Tract of Waste Land in the said County beginning at a white oak in the fork of four Mile Run called the Long Branch then 39° 8' W. three hundred thirty eight po. to y' Line of Capt. Pearson then with y' Line of Pearson 38° 4' E. one hundred eighty eight po. to a Hem of y' Wside of Run comes to Pearson Red Oak Chestnut Land then down the Run & Bounding there with 53° 4' E. two hundred ninety po. to the beginning Containing one hundred sixty six acres
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